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Think about a book you loved as a 
child. Maybe you remember the 
zany characters and rhyming text 
of Dr Seuss classics such as Green 
Eggs and Ham or The Lorax. Perhaps 

you enjoyed the page-turning suspense of The 
Monster at the End of This Book or the fascinating 
facts found in Joanna Cole’s Dinosaur Story. 
You may have seen a little of yourself in Where 
the Wild Things Are, Curious George or Madeline. 
Maybe your imagination was stirred by the 
detailed illustrations in Jumanji or the stunning 
photographs in Seymour Simon’s The Moon. You 
probably remember the warm, cosy feeling of 
having a treasured book such as The Snowy Day 
or Goodnight Moon being read to you by a parent 
or grandparent. But chances are your favourite 
book as a child was not your Year 4 science 

Why Read 
Picture Books 
in Science 
Class?

textbook! The format of picture books offers  
certain unique advantages over textbooks 
and chapter books for engaging students in a 
science lesson. More often than other books, 
fiction and nonfiction picture books stimulate 
students on both the emotional and intellectual 
levels. They are appealing and memorable 
because children readily connect with the 
imagi native illustrations, vivid photographs 
and engaging storylines, as well as the experi-
ences and adventures of characters, the fasci-
nating information that supports them in their 
quest for knowledge and the warm emotions 
that surround the reading experience. 
 What characterises a picture book? We 
like what Beginning Reading and Writing says: 
“Picture books are unique to children’s lit-
erature as they are defined by format rather 
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than content. That is, they are books in which 
the illustrations are of equal importance as or 
more important than the text in the creation 
of meaning” (Strickland and Morrow 2000). 
Because picture books are more likely to hold 
children’s attention, they lend themselves to 
reading comprehension strategy instruction 
and to engaging students within an inquiry-
based cycle of science instruction. “Picture 
books, both fiction and nonfiction, are more 
likely to hold our attention and engage us than 
reading dry, formulaic text … Engagement 
leads to remembering what is read, acquiring 
knowledge and enhancing understanding” 
(Harvey and Goudvis 2000). We wrote Pic-
ture-Perfect Science Lessons so teachers can 
take advantage of the positive features of 
children’s picture books by supplementing 
the traditional science textbook with a wide 
variety of high-quality fiction and nonfiction 
science-related picture books. 

The Research
1. Context for Concepts 
Literature gives students a context for the 
concepts they are exploring in the science 
classroom. Children’s picture books, a branch 
of literature, have interesting storylines that 
can help students understand and remember 
concepts better than they would by using 
textbooks alone, which tend to present science 
as lists of facts to be memorised (Butzow and 
Butzow 2000). In addition, the colourful pictures 
and graphics in picture books are superior 
to many texts for explaining abstract ideas 
(Kralina 1993). As more and more content is 
packed into the school day, and higher expec-
tations are placed on student performance, it is 
critical for teachers to cover more in the same 
amount of time. Integrating curriculum can help 
accomplish this. The wide array of high-quality 
children’s literature available today can help 
you model reading comprehension strategies 
while teaching science content in a meaningful 
context.

2. More Depth of Coverage
Science textbooks can be overwhelming for many 
children, especially those who have reading 
problems. They often contain unfamiliar vocab-
ulary and tend to cover a broad range of topics 
(Casteel and Isom 1994; Short and Armstrong 
1993; Tyson and Woodward 1989). But fiction 
and nonfiction picture books tend to focus on 
fewer topics and give more in-depth coverage of 
the concepts. It can be useful to pair an engaging 
fiction book with a nonfiction book to round out 
the science content being presented. 
 For example, the Chapter 12 lesson “Oil 
Spill!” features both Prince William, a fiction-
alised account of a young girl’s experience res-
cuing an oil-covered baby seal, and Oil Spill!, a 
nonfiction book detailing causes and effects of 
oil spills. The emotion-engaging storyline and 
the realistic characters in Prince William hook 
the reader, and the book Oil Spill! presents 
facts and background information. Together 
they offer a balanced, in-depth look at how oil 
spills affect the environment.

3. Improved Reading and  
Science Skills 
Research by Morrow, Pressley, Smith and 
Smith (1997) on using children’s literature 
and literacy instruction in the science program 
indicated gains in science as well as literacy. 
Romance and Vitale (1992) found significant 
improvement in both science and reading 
scores of Year 4 students when the regular basal 
reading program was replaced with reading in  
science that correlated with the science cur-
riculum. They also found an improvement in 
students’ attitudes toward the study of science. 

4. Opportunities to Correct Science 
Misconceptions
Students often have strongly held miscon-
ceptions about science that can interfere with 
their learning. “Misconceptions, in the field of  
science education, are preconceived ideas 
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 Reading aloud is appropriate in all year 
levels and for all subjects. It is important 
not only when children can’t read on their 
own but also even after they have become 
proficient readers (Anderson et al. 1985). 
Allen supports this view: “Given the body of 
research supporting the importance of read-
aloud for modeling fluency, building back-
ground knowledge, and developing language 
acquisition, we should remind ourselves that 
those same bene fits occur when we extend 
read-aloud beyond the early years. You may 
have to convince your students of the impor-
tance of this practice, but after several engag-
ing read-alouds they will be sold on the idea” 
(2000). Just as students of all ages enjoy a good 
picture book, none of them is too old to enjoy 
read-aloud time.

10 Tips for  
Reading Aloud
We have provided a list of tips to help you get 
the most from your read-aloud time. Using 
these suggestions can help set the stage for 
learning, improve comprehension of science 
material and make the read-aloud experience 
richer and more meaningful for both you and 
your students.

1 Preview the Book
Select a book that meets your science objectives 
and lends itself to reading aloud. Preview it 
carefully before sharing it with the students. 
Are there any errors in scientific concepts or 
misinformation that could be inferred from the 
text or illustrations? If the book is not in story 
form, is there any non-essential information 
you could omit to make the read-aloud expe-
rience better? If you are not going to read the 
whole book, choose appropriate starting and 
stopping points before reading. 

2 Set the Stage
Because reading aloud is a performance, you 
should pay attention to the atmosphere and 
physical setting of the session. Gather the 
students in a special reading area, such as 
on a carpet or in a semicircle of chairs. Seat 
yourself slightly above them. Do not sit in 
front of a bright window where the glare will 
keep students from seeing you well or in an 
area where students can be easily distracted. 
You may want to turn off the overhead lights 
and read by the light of a lamp or use soft 
music as a way to draw students into the 
mood of the text. Establish expectations for 
appropriate behaviour during read-aloud 
time, and before reading, give the students 
an opportunity to settle down and focus their 
attention on the book.

3 Celebrate the Author and 
Illustrator
Always announce the title of the book, the 
author and the illustrator before reading. 
Build connections by asking students if they 
have read other books by the author or illus-
trator. Increase interest by sharing facts about 
the author or illustrator from the book’s dust 
jacket or from library or internet research. This 
could be done either before or after the reading. 
The following resources are useful for finding 
information on authors and illustrators:

Books
● Kovacs, D. and J. Preller. 1991. Meet the 

Authors and Illustrators: Volume One. New 
York: Scholastic.

● Kovacs, D. and J. Preller. 1993. Meet the 
Authors and Illustrators: Volume Two. New 
York: Scholastic.

● Peacock, S. 2003. Something About the 
Author: Facts and Pictures About Authors 
and Illustrators of Books for Young People. 
Farmington Hills, MI: Gale Group.
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Earth Hounds
Description
Learners develop understandings of the differences between observations and inferences by 
analysing Dr Xargle’s comical, yet misguided, attempts to teach his extraterrestrial students 
about dogs. Learners then make observations and inferences of “mystery samples” collected 
from Earth by Dr Xargle.

Suggested Year Levels: 3–6

Title Seven 
Blind Mice

Author Ed Young
Illustrator Ed Young
Publisher	 Puffin	Books	
Year  2002
Genre Story
Summary Retells the fable of the blind men 

discovering	the	different	parts	of	
an elephant and arguing about its 
appearance

Featured Picture Books

Title  Dr Xargle’s 
Book of Earth Hounds

Author Jeanne Willis
Illustrator Tony Ross
Publisher Andersen Press
Year 2011
Genre Story
Summary	 Dr	Xargle,	a	green,	five-eyed	alien,	

teaches his students a lesson about 
strange creatures called Earth 
Hounds.
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Time Needed
This lesson will take several class periods. Suggested scheduling is as follows:
Day 1:  Engage with read-aloud of Dr Xargle’s Book of Earth Hounds, Explore with word-sorts 

and Explain with observation versus inference and Inference Frayer Model
Day 2:  Explore and Explain with mystery samples from Planet Earth
Day 3:  Elaborate with Seven Blind Mice, Evaluate with Observation and Inference  

Practice and Quiz
Day 4:  Evaluate with review and Observation and Inference Quiz

Materials
● Black film canisters or small opaque containers with lids (one per student) to make mystery 

samples. Make the mystery samples in sets of two so you can randomly distribute two 
identical samples of each kind. Be sure to put in equal amounts, such as 1 tablespoon of 
popcorn kernels in each, one of the same-sized marble in each and so on. Put in familiar, 
everyday household items that make sound when shaken, such as:

✦ 5 small paperclips
✦ 1 tbs. popcorn kernels
✦ 1 marble
✦ 1 screw
✦ 1 small disc magnet or magnetic marble
✦ 3 coins
✦ 2 plastic centimetre cubes
✦ 1 key chain
✦ 1 salt packet
✦ 1 pencil eraser
✦ 1 tbs. water
✦ 1 button
✦ 5 rubber bands
✦ 1 tbs. sand or small gravel
✦ 1 crayon, broken in half
✦ 1 piece of chalk, broken in half.

● magnets for testing magnetic properties
● balances or electronic kitchen scales for measuring mass
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chaPter 6 – earth houndS

Student Pages
● Earth Hounds Word-Sort Cards
● Inference Frayer Model
● Mystery Sample From Planet Earth Data Sheet
● Observation and Inference Practice
● Observation and Inference Quiz

Background
When learning to work and think scientifically, students need to use both observation and 
inference to construct explanations for phenomena. Making an observation involves using one 
or more of the senses to gather evidence about objects or events. Making an inference involves 
logical reasoning – drawing a conclusion using prior knowledge to interpret our observations. 
Students can observe many things directly, for example, a weathervane on top of a building. But 
they cannot see moving air, so they must make inferences about wind by noting the direction 
the weathervane is pointing, feeling the breeze against their skin and observing tree branches 
moving in the wind. They can see the light bulbs in a circuit, but they must make inferences 
about the electric current going through them by observing the bulbs’ brightness. They can see 
tracks in the mud, but they must infer what type of animal made them by studying their shape 
and size and comparing that information to what is already known about animal footprints. 
Children quite naturally make inferences from their observations, but it is important for science 
teachers to help them understand the difference between the two to fine-tune these skills.
 It is also important for students to understand how scientists make observations and infer-
ences in their work. Sometimes scientists gather information using their senses; other times, 
direct observation is not possible. For example, the inside of an atom is much too small to be 
seen, even with the most powerful microscope. Scientists have had to make inferences about 
atomic structure based on their observations of how atoms behave. For many years, the “plum 
pudding” model was the widely accepted model of atomic structure. In this model, negatively 
charged particles were thought to be scattered throughout an atom. But in 1909 a scientist by the 
name of Ernest Rutherford conducted a famous experiment in which he observed how particles 
of matter behaved as they passed through a thin layer of gold foil. From his observations, he 
inferred that atoms had a small nucleus, with a positive charge, surrounded by electrons. By 
combining his experimental results with what was already known about subatomic particles, 
Rutherford was able to propose a new model of atomic structure without ever seeing an atom.
 In this lesson, students make observations and inferences about the unseen properties of 
mystery objects and, in doing so, learn the difference between observations and inferences and 
how scientists generate knowledge using both.
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